BEHOLD SINNERS!
The wrath of an angry LORD is upon us!

Witness the LOCUST as he devourst your crops,
your clothing, the corpses of your animals!
Askest thou: What does trouble the LORD?
Your WICKNESS
Your SINFULNESS
Your MERRIMAKING
Your TARDINESS to CHURCH!

Askest thou: How can I appease the LORD?
CONFESS your SINS
WORK without COMPLAINT
REFRAIN from JOYFULNESS
KILL more SAVAGES

Askest thou: What, then, of these men
who profess theories of “science” or
“nature” about the locust?

Listen not to these CHARLATANS, peddling their
OUTRAGEOUS “scientific” notions. Many of
these men are even followers of Darwin, the fool
who believes we are but cousins of the monkeys.

Askest thou: What is this creature, the
LOCUST?
The LOCUST is a devilish, shapeshifting beast. In
one phase of life, he is a peaceful, solitary insect

BUT, transformed by the LORD

He becomes the debauched pest, swarming in
PLAGUES, engaging in ORGIES of eating and
fornicating, wreaking HAVOC on the land.

Perhaps you know of this man, G.V.
KILEY, head of the US Entomological
Commission, who made such
recommendations as crop diversification,
shrink digging, and the planting of trees
for fiddling the locusts. BUT, while
claiming to be a Christian, chose NOT to
recommend FASTING or PRAYER, and
furthermore DENOUNCES appealing to
the LORD to lift these plagues. Perhaps
he is a Catholic?

Or maybe you know of this man, DR.
BORIS UMALOV, a Russian, no less!
He claims that the solitary locust
“naturally” produces the swarming locust
in response not to GOD’s wish, but to
overcrowding. Dr. Umalov, we must ask,
is it “natural” for a dog to birth kittens?
And what, then, caused this miraculous
transformation in the first place, if not
the LORD? Evolution? Please, sir, do
please our listeners.
Askest thou: How may I rid this wicked pest?  
Oh, how many farmers have tried to fight the  
locust!  
They use the Hopperdzer  
the Locus Crushr  
the King Suction Machine  
They labor digging ditches, burning and flooding  
their fields, even using Dynamite!  
But do these methods work—NO! Nothing can halt  
the fury of an angry GOD  
—EXCEPT—  
REPENTANCE! & MORALITY!

Plagues of Rocky Mountain locusts swept the American  
fronter in the 1860's and 70's,  
destroying millions of dollars  
worth of crops and leaving  
thousands of farmers destitute.  
Locusts are ordinarily solitary  
insects, however, when their  
populations become crowded,  
they produce gregarious, or  
swarming, generations. These  
locusts gather into enormous  
masses, devouring everything  
in their path and laying millions  
of eggs.  
Public assistance for affected  
farmers was sparse, and given  
with much skepticism.  
There is no fear of locust  
plagues today in America; the  
Rocky Mountain Locust has  
been extinct since 1902.

Askest thou: The locusts have left me with naught.  
Shall I look to the government or private citizens  
for aid?  
Answer this: When stripped of all his worldly  
posessions, did Lot ask for a handout?  
The LORD has brought the locusts plagues as  
PUNISHMENT for your sins, not to empty the  
pockets of those untouched. Upright and moral  
citizens with accept their fate, CONFESSING their  
sins, and praying for SALVATION. Only the  
weak and wicked beg for charity.  
Work harder, fellow Christians, fear GOD and  
pray for His divine MERCY.
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